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PREFACE

The first edition of Barry Brook’s Thematic catalogues in music, an annotated bibliography; including 
printed, manuscript, and in-preparation catalogues; related literature and reviews; an essay on the definitions, 
history, functions, historiography, and future of the thematic catalogue1 was published in 1977. The author 
finds no better way to begin this thematic catalog of the works of Eugène Bozza than by quoting from 
Brook’s introduction. 

Brook first defines the function of the thematic catalog: “It arranges a body of music in a systematic 
order and provides positive identification in a minimum of space and symbols. It derives its power from 
the use of ‘incipits,’ or musical citations of the opening notes.”2 He extols the utility of using the incipit 
as the primary identification mechanism by saying that “[w]hen rhythmic values accompany the pitches, 
the incipit’s ‘uniqueness quotient’ is astonishingly high….” Brook continues to applaud this research tool 
by concluding that, “[i]n short, the collection, classification, transposition, and lexicographical ordering 
of the incipits into thematic catalogues have enabled scholars to solve a myriad of otherwise insoluble 
problems, and have provided musicians, librarians, students, biographers, and program annotators with an 
invaluable reference tool.”3

The first iteration of the Bozza index was a doctoral monograph of the works for woodwinds by Bozza.4 
The intended audience for this was woodwind performers and instructors. It included comprehensive 
documentation of similar “themes” (or, more accurately, “incipits”) for each movement of each composition. 
This allowed musicians to study etudes that have similar thematic content to performance pieces before 
working on the corresponding solo or chamber work. The dissertation contains ten chapters—five for solo 

1  Barry S Brook. Thematic catalogues in music, an annotated bibliography; including printed, manuscript, and in-preparation 
catalogues; related literature and reviews; an essay on the definitions, history, functions, historiography, and future of the thematic 
catalogue (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 1972)

2 Brook, ix.
3 Ibid.
4  Lois Kuyper-Rushing, A Thematic Index of the Works for Woodwinds by Eugene Bozza (b. 1905), DMA dissertation,  Louisiana 
State University, 1989.
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works categorized by instrument and five for chamber pieces, categorized by ensemble type—with the 
music listed alphabetically by title within each chapter. 

The scope of the current publication is much broader as it provides entries for all of Bozza’s works and 
serves a wider audience. Primarily, the work will assist researchers as a starting point for their investigations 
into the music of Bozza, and aid librarians as they provide uniform titles for the many works currently 
published and those that exist only as unpublished manuscripts. Thematic similarities are included for all 
works as they were for the doctoral monograph so the functionality for performers remains, although the 
current volume includes works for all instruments and voices making it a comprehensive representation of 
Bozza’s œuvre.

The index names 298 distinct pieces by Bozza, of which 258 are dated and/or published works, and 
40 are undated. This is a deceptively small number because Bozza often published multiple versions of the 
same piece, sometimes slightly altered. Bozza also reused or repurposed his thematic material. The author 
distinguished (while identifying) works with thematic similarities from titles that have multiple versions. 

Bozza’s 258 dated and/or published works are comprised of 11 pieces for solo keyboard; 23 for solo 
strings; nine for solo voice; 65 for solo winds; two works for unnamed instruments; 26 etude collections; 
52 chamber works; 13 concerti; five symphonies; 24 other large instrumental ensemble works; four ex-
cerpts from film scores; seven opera, oratorio, or other stage works; five works for percussion ensemble; 
and 12 choral works. 

The 40 undated works include two pieces for solo keyboard; four for solo strings; eight for solo voice; 
three for solo winds; two works for unnamed instruments; seven chamber works; two concerti; nine large 
instrumental ensemble works; and four choral works. Several of these are either unfinished or are sketches 
or fragments, and are identified as such in the catalog. See Appendix 2, Solos and Ensembles Sorted by 
Genre.

STRUCTURE OF THE CATALOG
Each entry identifies the standard information included in bibliographic catalogs: title information, brief 
version descriptions when applicable, instrumentation, name/number of sections or movements, date of 
composition and publication, author of the text, and dedications. Version statements, thematic similarities 
and further notes appear as needed. Full descriptions of each are provided below.

The index is organized chronologically and the index number places it within Bozza’s music chronolo-
gically. When multiple dates exist, composition dates are preferred. When the composition date includes a 
range of dates, the final date is used for placement. If no composition date can be found, the first publica-
tion date is used. Works composed or published within the same year are listed alphabetically. A complete 
list of titles is found in Appendix 1, Title List Sorted by KR Number.

OVERALL DESCRIPTION
The entry for each work begins with the Index number, followed by the title, performing forces, number 
of works or sections in a work and the incipit(s). Below is a description of each designation followed by 
examples needed for clarification. 

Title and subtitle, musical incipits, textual markings in the text, and quoted material from the music re-
flect the original scores and manuscripts to every extent possible. Bozza wrote musical directions in either 
French or Italian and the author made no attempt to normalize these markings. The French text often 
lacks expected diacritical markings, these were transcribed verbatim. 

The Index number (or “KR” number) assigned to each work in the catalog, places the work chronolo-
gically within Bozza’s œuvre. When a composition date is found on the source, the terminal date of com-
position is used for placement. If no composition date is found, the publication date is used. The undated 
works appear in the final section of the catalog. These are listed alphabetically.
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 Preface xi

The Title of the work replicates the title page of the composition itself. As stated above, Bozza often 
omitted diacritical markings. These have not been supplied, and the text in the entry represents what he 
wrote or what was published. The subtitle follows as an indented entry. If there are multiple versions of a 
single work, brief descriptions of each appear just below the title. 

In the Scoring section, the instruments and vocal parts required for the work are listed in orchestral 
score order. If the work is a reduction of an original work, the scoring appears as “orch. reduction” unless 
the score designates it as being written for piano. The instrumentation is taken from the score itself or from 
the title and subtitle of the work. 

A list of abbreviations used for this section is found in the Abbreviations list, p. xxxv. All instrumental 
names derive from their English-language equivalents.

The Description designates the number of sections or movements in the piece. Titles are provided for 
separately named sections.

The Incipit represents the initial measures of each movement in a work. The length of the incipit varies. 
There are never fewer than eight notes provided, but often the incipits are longer to better elucidate the 
character of the piece.

& bb c ‰ œ. œ. œ. œ œ œ. .œ œ. œ
3 3f

Non troppo vivo q=92
tpt

Figure 1. Example of a typical incipit: KR 90.1 Seize études pour trompette 
ut ou si , bugle ou cornet à pistons si , #1  

When an accompanied work includes a lengthy introduction, the opening phrase of the accompaniment 
is given, there is a break in the incipit, and the incipit continues with the beginning notes of the vocal or 
instrumental line. 
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Figure 2. Example incipit of a work with a lengthy introduction: KR 6 Fantaisie romantique pour 
alto [et piano]
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